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ABSTRACT 
The Meyer-Mccreight algorithm is a priority-queue construction from ab-
stract recursion theory which was designed for the proof of the so-called 
Naming or Honesty theorem. We explain the ideas behind the algorithm, point-
ing at its behaviour as a "closure operator", obtaining various known and 
new results as corollaries of more general assertions. · 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Meyer-Mccreight algorithm was designed in order to prove the so-
called Naming or Honesty theorem which states that the entire hierarchy of 
complexity classes with respect to some abstract complexity measure can be 
renamed uniformly and effectively by a so called measured transformation. 
This means that there exists a total recursive function a such that for each 
i the programs~- and~ (") compute two names for the same complexity class 
l. 0 l. 
of programs and such that moreover the predicate ~a(i)(x) = y is decidable 
(whereas the corresponding predicate~. (x) = y is not). The result is rele-1. 
vant if related to the Compression theorem and the Gap theorems. The Com-
pression the.orem states that a system of complexity classes named by a 
measured set can be extended uniformly, using functional composition on the 
names of the classes. The Gap theorems state that such a uniform extension 
by functional composition or even total effective operators working on the 
names of classes is not possible for the complete system of classes named by 
the sequence. of all programs. For details the reader is referred to 
HARTMANIS & HOPCROFT [5]. Applications of the Naming theorem for the con-
struction of hierarchies over the ordinals are given by BASS & YOUNG[!]. 
Descriptions of the Meyer-Mccreight algorithm have been published at 
many places; see e.g. MEYER & McCREIGHT [7], BASS & YOUNG [l], HARTHANIS & 
HOPCROFT [5], MEYER & MOLL [9], or the present author [3]. In the present 
paper we present a version using full parallellism instead of the tradi-
tional dovetailed computation. 
The algorithm uses the old name 1.n order to obtain a test routine which 
investigates each program infinitely often. Programs belong to the complex-
ity class provided they fail a test only finitely many times. This indicates 
that instead of renaming complexity classes the algorithm might be used for 
"naming" classes of programs defined using some "almost everywhere" condi-
tion. As is well-known these classes are precisely the classes of programs 
which have a r:2-presentation. However not all r:2-classes of programs are 
complexity classes (the reverse inclusion being trivial). McCREIGHT [7] 
gives the example of a union of two complexity classes which itself is not 
a complexity class. 
It turns out that the Meyer-Mccreight algorithm acts as a closure oper-
ator, computing a name for the smallest complexity class containing a given 
2 
r 2-class of programs. If the given class is already a complexity class it 
renames this class. On the other hand the algorithm can be used to "name" 
finite intersections and increasing unions, this way obtaining a strengthen-
ing of McCREIGHT's Union theorem. 
Next we consider the question whether the algorithm can be adapted to 
deal with other types of classes of programs defined by complexity of com-
putation. As a first candidate we consider the so-called weak complexity 
classes, introduced by the present author in order to study the behaviour 
of the honesty classes [3,4]. It is known that the Naming theorem fails for 
these classes, but it turns out that the failing Meyer-Mccreight algorithm 
can be amended (at the price of the "measured-set" property of the sequence 
of names obtained by the algorithm). This way the "closure operator" prop-
erties are preserved. 
Finally we introduce the so-called anti-complexity classes consisting 
of programs having the name of the class as a lower bound of their run-times. 
By applying an order inversion to the algorithm one obtains after some minor 
modifications an algorithm computing a name for the smallest anti-complexity 
class containing a given r 2-class of programs. As a corollary we obtain 
LEVIN's result that a complexisty sequence of a total recursive function has 
a greatest lowerbound [6]. 
Algorithms in this paper are described using an ALGOL 68 - like form-
alism, which should be self-explanatory. For more details on this formalism 
the reader is referred to [3]. 
2. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
We use a fixed recursive pairing function <x,y> with coordinate in-
verses TII and TI 2• Let((~.).), (~.).) denote a complexity measure, cf BLUM l. l. l. l. 
[2]. This means that(~.). is an acceptable GodeZnwnbering and~- and~-
1. l. l. l. 
have equal domain for each i; finally the predicate "~.(x) = y" is recursive 
l. 
in i, x and y. The functions~- are called programs and the functions~- are 
l. l. 
called run-times. All functions are partial unless explicitly stated to be 
total. The domain of a function f is denoted Vf, and we write f(x) < 00 
(f(x) = 00 ) for x E Vf (xi Vf). We say that a function f is computed by~-
l. 
or equivalently i is an index for f provided f = ~- extensionally, i.e., 
l. 
3 
Vx [f(x) = ~i(x)J. The inequality f $ g means that Vg .=. Vf and g(x) ~ f(x) 
for all x E Vg. 
00 00 
We use the quantifier V for "almost everywhere", so Vx[P(x)J denotes 
"P(x) holds for all but finitely many x". The expression fa: g denotes 
Vx[f(x) $ g(x)J and is stated as "g asyrrrptotiaaUy bounds f". 
A transfo!'171ation of programs a is a total recursive function operating 
on the indices of programs; mostly such transformations result from applic-
ation of the s-m-n axiom or the Recursion theorem. 
If Risa two-variable function we say that ~i is R-honest provided 
Vx[~.(x) $ R(x, ~.(x))J, the condition holding vacuously for xi V~ .• Ase-1 1 1 
quence of functions (y.). is called a measured set provided the predicate 
1 1 
"y.(x) = y" is recursive in i, x and y. A transformation cr is measured pro'."" 
1 
vided (~ (')). is a measured set. It is known that a measured set consists 
cr 1 1 
of R-honest functions for some total Rand that conversely for total R the 
collection of R-honest functions can be presented by a measured set [7,9]. 
A L2-aZass of programs is a set of programs X = {~i I i EA} where A 
1s a L2-class in the usual sense; consequently the set A can be presented 
as {i I Vx[B(i,x)J} where Bis a total recursive predicate called the dis-
criminator of X. 
For partial functions t we consider the following classes of programs 
determined by complexity of computation: 
F(t) = {~. 1 
F (t) = {~. 
w 1 
A(t) = {(f). 
1 
~- a: t} 
1 
00 
Vx[~.(x) $ t(x) or ~.(x) = 
1 - 1 
00 Vx[x E Vt=:> ~.(x) ~ t(x)l} 
1 
the aorrrpZexity aZass 
00]} the weak aorrrpZexity cZass 
the anti-aorrrpZexity aZass 
The function tis called a name for these classes. Each of the above 
classes can be shown to be a L2-class of programs. Complexity classes have 
been studied from the start of abstract complexity theory, cf [1,2,5,7,lO]. 
Weak complexity classes were introduced by the present author for the anal-
ysis of the behaviour of honesty classes, cf [3] & [4]. The anti-complexity 
classes are introduced here for the first time in order to obtain as a cor-
ollary a recent result by L.A. LEVIN on the greatest lowerbound of complex-
ity sequences [6]. 
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3. THE CLASSICAL MEYER-McCREIGHT ALGORITHM 
The Meye2•-McCreight algorithm (called the MMC algorithm hereafter) was 
introduced in order to prove the following theorem [7]: 
THEOREM 1. There exists a measured transformation of programs cr satisfying 
Vi[F(~.) = F(~ ("))]. l. (5 l. 
In the algorithm the old name~- is used in order to obtain a discrim-
l. 
inator for F(~J.), which executes during a dovetailed computation an infinite 
l. 
sequence of tests on all programs~-- Depending on the outcome of these 
J 
tests these programs are manipulated on a priority queue as being "good" or 
"bad"; in the meantime a new name ~cr(i) is computed in such a way that "good" 
programs are respected and "bad" programs are punished. A "bad" program 
which is punished becomes "good" whereas a "good" program becomes "bad" after 
failing a test by the discriminator. Each change of status induces loss of 
priority, this way enforcing the stable "good" programs to be respected in 
the limit. 
The resulting names (~ (.)). form a measured set because of the fact 
(5 l. l. 
that they are computed by a well-behaved "least-number operation" on some 
ever changing condition. 
The tests: against the old name~- are of the following type: 
l. 
B.(j,x) = if ~-(rr x) 
l. - l. 1 
This shows that for each i the predicate B. is total and consequently 
l. 
~- E F(~.) iff V [B.(j,x)J. J l. X l. 
Hence F(~li) is nothing but the L2-class of programs discriminated by 
B .. It makes sense therefore to consider the behaviour of the MMC algorithm 
l. 
which results from replacing the discriminator B. by some arbitrary discrim-
1. 
inator B. The resulting algorithm is described in this section using the 
framework of full parallellism (leaving the transformation to a dovetailed 
computation to the underlying operating system). 
The Meyer•-McCreight algorithm based on B consists of three modules 
operating on a shared data structure, which we call the priority queue. The 
priority queue: cons is ts of a linear list of i terns, composed from an inte-
gral value index and a boolean value colour, where for didactical reasons 
5 
the values ~:rue and false are denoted by white and black. We say that item 
A has a higher priority than i tern B if A precedes B in the linear list. An 
item A is d-z'.splaced by moving it to the tail of the list and reversing its 
colour simultaneously. 
The first module is the so-called governor. Its task 1.s to introduce 
all indices into the priority queue. The second module is called the dis-
criminator. It 1.s the unique module which has access to the discriminator 
B. Its task 1.s to execute tests on the white items currently on the priority 
queue displacing those white items which fail a test. 
The third module computation turns out to consist of an infinite se-
quence of processes running in parallel, called comp(i). The process comp(i) 
tries to compute a value for the new name tat argument i, and after suc-
ceeding to provide such a value, it tests all black items on the priority 
queue against it, displacing those black indices which fail this test 
(which are punished this way). The processes comp(i) are the unique processes 
having access to the decision procedure for the predicate <I>.(x) 5 z. Compu-
1. 
tation of the value is performed by the procedure searchvaZ. This later pro-
cedure reflects the structure of the complexity classes; MMC algorithms for 
weak complexity classes and anti-complexity classes are obtained by modify-
ing this procedure searchval. 
In diagram I we illustrate the modular decomposition explained above. 
All accesses to the priority queue occur within critical sections, i.e., if 
one module is performing a scan over the priority queue, or accessing a 
single item on it it does so undisturbed by other processes. 
6 
B 
Governor iscriminator 
Priority Queue 
Diagram I. Modular decomposition of the MMC-algorithm. 
The crucial procedure within the MMC algorithm is the procedure search-
val. Its task consists of computing a value z for t(y) such that there exists 
a black item with index j for which ©.(y) > z such that for all white items 
J 
(i, white) which have higher priority one has ©.(y) s; z; moreover the black 
1. 
item used this way should have the highest possible priority. Below we pre-
sent a program for searchval; its behaviour is illustrated in diagram 2. 
proc searchval = (int y) int: 
(int val := O; item cand := head priorityqueue; 
do if cand = nil then val+:= 
elif colour of cand = white 
then while©. d (y) > val do val+:= l od,· 
-- --- 1.n ex of cand 
cand := succ cand 
elif CZ>. d f . (y) s; val 
-- in ex o cauct 
then cand := succ cand 
else goto ready 
fi 
od; ready: val 
) # searchval # 
<I>. (y)t 
l. t ____ ! 
l--- --------------_ _i 
I ; ___________________ j 
f t I 
: * I 
I 
I 
l f 
7 
0 ---' ----------------------------------
PQ: 
Diagram 2. The computation of searchval. 
From diagram 2 and the program for searchval, one concludes that search-
val indeed stops at the highest priority black item having a run-time exceed-
ing the run-times of the preceding white items (where by the run-time of an 
item we understand the run-time of the program with the same index at the un-
derlying argument y). Consequently termination of searchtime is certain when-
ever such a black item exists. The procedure searchval may fail either by 
diverging to infinity at a fixed white item with infinite run-time, or by 
exhausting the priority queue, In both cases the value of the new name will 
be undefined at y, and the process comp(y) with fail to terminite. In fact 
we have closed the priority queue by a symbolic white item (nil) with in-
finite run-time, this way preventing exhaustion of the priority queue. 
The three modules and the MMC algorithm are suggested by the programs 
below: 
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proc governor= void: 
(inti:= -I; 
do append ((i+:= I, white), priorityqueue); 
waste time 
od); 
proc discriminator= void: 
(int x:= O; 
do for item~ priorityqueue 
od); 
do if colour of item= white and 
B(index of item, x) = false 
then displace (item) 
fi 
od; 
x+:=I 
proc comp= (int arg) void: 
(int testval := searchval (arg); t[arg] := testval; 
for item over priorityqueue 
do if colour of item= black and 
0. d f . (arg) > testval 1.n ex o 1.tem 
then displace (item) 
fi 
od); 
proc computation= (int arg) void: 
par begin comp (arg), computation (arg+I) end; 
#MMC-algorithm# 
par begin governor, discriminator, computation(O) end 
This completes our description of the MMC-algorithm. Its behaviour is 
analysed by considering the three possible behaviours of an item during the 
infinite computation. An item is called instable provided it is displaced 
9 
infinitely often, and it is called stable otherwise. A stable item is called 
white stable if it is a white item after its final displacement and black 
stable otherwise. The class of programs discriminated by Bis denoted by X 
and the new name computed by the MMC algorithm is denoted by t. 
Case I: Item A is instable. 
Let i denote the index of A. Since A is displaced infinitely often by 
the discriminator there are infinitely many values of x such that B(i,x) = 
false. Consequently w. i X. On the other hand A is displaced infinitely often 
1 
by some comp(y) process. Since each process comp(y) will displace an item 
at most a single time this means that ~.(y) > t(y) for infinitely many argu-
i 
ments y. This shows that~- i F(t). 
1 
Case 2: Item A is white stable. 
Let i be the index of A. Since A becomes white stable it is displaced 
by the discriminator only finitely many times. Therefore W· EX. After hav-
i 
ing reached its stable position on the priority queue it can occur only 
finitely many times that within a process comp(y) the procedure searchval 
stops at a black item preceding A (since such a black item is displaced sub-
sequently) consequently the value of val in searchval will be increased upto 
at least ~.(y) for almost all arguments y, and hence ~.(y) ~ t(y) almost 
1 1 
everywhere. This shows that w. E F(t). 
1 
Case 3: Item A is black stable. 
Let i be the index of A. Since A becomes black stable there are at most 
finitely many processes comp(y) displacing A and consequently ~.(y) ~ t(y) 
' 1 
almost everywhere. On the other hand once having reached its stable black 
position it will occur only finitely many times withing a process comp(y) 
that the procedure searchval stops at black item preceding A. Consequently 
for almost ally item A will be considered in searchval and be rejected as 
having a run-time ~.(y) not exceeding the current value of val, which equals 
1 
the maximum of the run-times of white items, which (for almost ally) have 
already become stable. This shows that the run-time~- is asymptotically 
1 
bounded by the maximum of the run-times of a fixed finite set of programs 
contained in X. 
Gathering all evidence collected thus far we obtain: 
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THEOREM 2. Let B be a discriminator for the -r:. 2-cZass X. Then the MMC algo-
rithm based on B computes a name t such that the class F(t) satisfies 
F(t) =n{F(u) I X.'.:_F(u)}. 
Denoting the class F(t) by X we have 
ASSERTION 3. ~). EX provided there exists a finite collection 
J 
00 
{~.. , ••• ~. } c X such that Vx[c;D. (x) 
1 1 1 k J 
s max {c;D. (x)} J 
Q,sk 1 9, 
The "measured set" property results from: 
ASSERTION 4. Let (B.). be a uniform recursive sequence of discriminators and 
l. l. 
let the MMC algorithm based on B. compute the name t .. Then the sequence 
l. l. 
(t.). is a measured set. 
l. l. 
PROOFS. First consider the MMC-algorithm based on B. If~- EX then the item 
l. 
with index i cannot become instable and therefore~- E F(t). This proves 
l. 
X c F(t). Next let~- E F(t). Then the item with index i cannot become in-
- l. 
stable and therefore this item becomes white stable or black stable. In the 
first case Assertion 3 holds trivially since~- EX, whereas for black sta-
1. 
ble items Assertion 3 is derived from the analysis of Case 3 above. Let 
{~. ~- } c X be the set of programs corresponding to the white stable 
1 1 • · • • ' 1 k -items preceding the item with index i. If X c F(u) then<!). a: u for 
- 1.9, 
Q, = I, ..• ,k and therefore >..x[max {«x>. (x)}] a: u also. Since by Assertion 3 
tsl 1 ,Q, 
<I>. o: >..x[max {~~- (x)}] we derive <!). o: u and therefore ~. E F(u). This shows 
1 Q,sk 1 ,Q, 1 1 
F(t) .'.:. n{F(u) I X .'.:. F(u)}. The inclusion n{F(u) IX.'.:. F(u)} ~ F(t) is triv-
ial since X .'.:. F(t). There remains to prove Assertion 4. If (B.). is uniform 
l. l. 
sequence of discriminators we can design an MMC algorithm based on these-
quence (B.). using the value of i as an additional input parameter. This 
l. l. 
MMC algorithm can be transformed into a decision procedure for t.(y) = z as 
l. 
follows: 
To decide t.(y) = z the MMC algorithm based on B. is initiated and 
l. l. 
simulated up to the time where either comp(y) has halted or has increased 
the value of val in searchval(y) above z + I. In the first case output 
whether the nisul t of searchval(y) equals z, and output false otherwise. 
This completes the proof. D 
Clearly if the collection Xis already a complexity class we have 
X = X; in particular X = X. As a consequence Theorem 1 now becomes a cor-
ollary of Theorem 2 and Assertion 4. It is also clear from Theorem 2 that 
X .=. Y implies X .=. Y; hence the operator X + X acts as a closure operator. 
Theorem 2 also gives X n Y = X n Y. From this one obtains: 
1 1 
COROLLARY 5. The intersection of two complexity classes F(t) n F(u) is again 
a complexity class. 
Note that although F(t) n F(u) = F(v) where v = AX[min(t(x),u(x))J this 
yields no proof for the above corollary since the function v may be non-re-
cursive. Our next corollary reads: 
THEOREM 6. The union of an increasing sequence of complexity classes 
IX) 
i~O F(ti) is again a complexity class. 
For total names (t.). satisfying t. ~ t. 1 this result was proved already by l. l. l. i+ 
McCRE IGHT [ 7 ] • 
PROOF. We consider an MMC algorithm manipulating items whose indices form a 
pair consisting of a program-index i and an index j of a function in these-
quence (t.) .• The discriminator B(<i,j>,x) investigates whether 0. « t .• The 
l. l. l. J 
run-time of an item with index <i,j> equals the run-time 0 .• 
l. 
Lett. f be the name computed by this MMC-algorithm. If~- E F(t.) then 
in i J 
the item with index <i,j> must stabilize and consequently~-« t. f. On the 
i in 
other hand if the item with index <i,k> stabilizes it either becomes white 
stable (and then~. E Ft) or it becomes black stable. Let 
i k 
{<i 1 ,k1>, ••• ,<is,ks>} be the finite collection of indices of white stable 
indices preceding <i,k>, and let k0 = max {k.}. Then~- E F(tk) for j ~ s. j~s J 1 j O 
Since the run-time 0. is bounded by the pointwise maximum of the run-times 
l. 
¢. , ••• ,<!>. 
ii is 
which in its 
This shows that F(t. f) 
in 
turn is bounded by tk we conclude that~- E F(tk ). 
0 1. 0 
00 
= . uO F(t.). 1.= l. D 
As an application where non-recursive names occur I mention: 
COROLLARY 7. The intersection of an infinite sequence of complexity classes 
00 
.n F(t.) is a complexity class with a not necessarily recursive name. 
i.=o i 
BIBLIOTHEEl< MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM 
--AMSTERDAM--
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This result was obtained already by E.L. ROBERTSON [JO]. It is proved by 
using a (non-recursive) discriminator for the infinite intersection 
o::, - 00 00 
X = n F(t.). Clearly X = X since .noF(t.) ~ n{F(u) I n F(t.) C F(u)}. i=O i i= i - i=O i -
4. A MEYER-McCREIGHT ALGORITHM FOR WEAK CLASSES 
The weak complexity classes were introduced in order to study the so-
called honesty classes; cf. [3,4] for example. If tis a recursive function 
and if we define T(x,y) = t(x) then it turns out that the T-honest programs 
are exactly the programs contained in F (t). Some existing theorems for com-
w 
plexity classes remain valid for weak classes and honesty classes as well, 
the Naming theorem being a surprising exception. In fact one has: 
THEOREM 8. For every measured transfo:r'IT/ation a there exists an index e such 
that F (~) i F (~ ( )). 
w e w a e 
The proof can be found in [4]. 
It turns out, however, that by sacrificing the "measuredness" of the 
resulting new names, a Meyer-Mccreight algorithm for weak classes can be de-
signed. In order to obtain such an algorithm we reconsider the computations 
of the procedure searchval. The two modifications one has to perform are: 
1) If searchval is to use a black item it has to make sure that its run-
time, is finite. This is an easy modification; instead of using a black 
item, when its run-time is found to exceed the current value of val, this 
black item is marked as a candidate and the computation proceeds up to 
the time where one of the candidate - black items turns out to have a 
run-time equal to val+ l. 
2) If searchval is attempting to respect a white item by increasing val to 
its run-time, this run-time better should be finite. 
It is the second modification which causes the troubles reflected in 
Theorem 8. Once a white item with an infinite run-time at all arguments gets 
itself installed in the front of the priority queue about all subsequent 
computations of searchval will diverge. 
In order to amend this failure we provide the algorithm with a so-
called wizard predicting the divergence of "good" programs. 
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DEFINITION 9. A wizard is a predicate b such that for a given value x the 
predicate Ai[b(i,x)J either is total or otherwise undefined for all i (de-
pending on x). The set {x I Ai[b(i,x)J is total} is called the reach of b 
and is denoted V'b. If Xis a t 2-class of programs and Z c :N then we say 
that the wizard bis justified for X on Z provided 
I) V'b = Z and 
• 00 2) ViVx[~. EX and x E Z,.. (0.(x) < 00 iff b(i,x))J. 
i -- i 
The wizard has the function of predicting (within a reasonable toler-
ance) whether certain computations converge or not. 
The procedure weaksearchval described below uses the wizard for dis-
regarding white items which are suspected to diverge, increasing the value 
of val until one of the candidate black items is found to have a finite 
run-time. Its computations are illustrated in diagram 3. 
proc weaksearchval = (int y) int: 
(bool shalliproceed = b(O,y); # if this succeeds then y E Vb'# 
int val:= O; item cand := head priorityqueue; 
iternlist good:= nil; 
proc increaseval = void: 
(for blackit ~ good do 
if 0 index of blackit(y) =val+ 1 
then goto ready fi od; 
val+:= I)# increaseval # 
do if cand = nil then increaseval 
elif colour of cand = white 
then if b(index of cand,y) 
then while O. d f d(y) > val do increaseval od fi; 
-- --- in ex o can 
cand := succ cand 
elif O. d f d(y) ~ val then cand := succ cand 
-- in ex o can 
else apend (cand, good); cand := succ cand 
fi 
od; ready: val 
)# weaksearchval #. 
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f 
• 
0. (y) t 
1 
f--- ------------------ -- -------- -- ----- ---- --! 
I 
I 
I 
t-- ---- ---- --- -- -- -- -- ------- ______ j 
PQ: 
b(i,y): 
good: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
* _____________________ ] 
+ + 
f 
Diagram 3. The computation of weak search val 
The weak MMC aZgorithm is obtained by replacing the procedure comp by 
proc weakcomp = (int arg) void: 
(int testval := weaksearchval (arg); t[arg] := testval; 
for val from testval + I do 
for item~ priorityqueue 
do if colour of item= black and 
0. d f ·t (arg) = val in ex o 1 em 
then displace (item) 
fi 
od od 
)# weakcomp #. 
A black item is displaced when its finite run-time is found to exceed the 
value of the new name t. Note that an item is displaced at crost a single 
time by a single call of weakcomp. 
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Leaving the rest of the algorithm the way it was we investigate its be-
haviour. Assume that the L2-class of programs Xis discriminated by Band 
let the wizard b be justified for X on Z c :N. The test bool shall i pro-
ceed= b(O,y) at the beginning of weaksearchval makes sure that y E V'b. 
Therefore we have Vt c V'b = Z. On the other hand knowing that y E V'b 
we conclude that weaksearchval terminates provided there exists a black 
item whose run-time at y is finite and exceeds the run-times of the white 
items whose indices i satisfy b(i,y) =true.Actually weaksearchval will 
locate the lowest run-time of a black item satisfying the above condition 
and weakcomp (y) will make sure that all black items satisfying this con-
dition will be displaced. 
Inspecting the behaviour of an item during the computation we again 
consider three cases: 
Case I: Item A is instable. 
If i denotes the index of A then as before~- t X and t(y) < ~.(y) < m 
l. l. 
for infinitely many y E Z. 
Case 2: Item A is white stable. 
If i denotes the index of A then as before~- EX. This implies that 
l. 
for almost all x E Z b(i,x) iff ~.(x) < m. Consequently for almost all 
-- l. 
x E Z weaksearchval (x) will either disregard item A or it will succeed in 
making val greater than ~.(x). Consequently the computation of weaksearchval 
l. 
1.s blocked by item A for at most finitely many arguments. 
If weak search val terminates before accessing A, a higher priority 
item will be displaced. As a consequence we see that for almost all argu-
ments x E Z for which ~.(x) < m one has ~.(x) ~ t(x). Since moreover Vt c Z 
l. l. 
this suffices to show that~- E F (t). 
l. w 
Case 3: Item A is black stable. 
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Let i denote the index of A. Since it is discovered only a finite num-
ber of times that t(y) < O.(y) < 00 one has~- E F (t). After item A has, 
l. l. w 
stabilized there are at most finitely many arguments z where weaksearch-
val (z) is blocked or terminates before accessing item A. For the remaining 
arguments x E Z either ~.(x) diverges or 0.(x) is bounded by the maximum of 
l. l. 
the run-times of the white items preceding A which are not disregarded by 
the wizard. Since the wizard is justified, with finitely many exceptions 
this maximum is finite. We conclude that the program~. is contained within 
l. 
F (u) for each u such that Vu c Zand X c F (u). 
w - - w 
Hence we have shown: 
THEOREM 10. If bis justified for X on A and if Xis discriminated by B then 
the weak MMC algorithm based on Band b, computes a name t satisfying: 
I) X c F (u) and 
- w 
2) if X c F (u) and Vu c A then F (t) c F (u) 
- w w - w 
As applications we mention: 
COROLLARY II. The intersection of weak complexity classes is again a weak 
complexity class. 
COROLLARY 12. The increasing union of weak complexity classes with total 
names is again a weak complexity class. 
PROOFS. It suffices to provide a wizard which is justified on a suitable 
domain. 
For Corollary 11 let~-= 
l. 
weak classes. Take Z = Vu u Vv 
u and~-= v be the (partial) names for two 
J 
and let w(x) = if 0.(x) ~ 0.(x) then u(x) 
- l. J --
els e v(x) fi, i.e. w(x) is the first of the pair of values u(x), v(x) which 
is computed when the two are computed in parallel. Finally let b(k,x) = 
= (0k(x) ~ w(x)). Then clearly Z =Vb'= Vw = Vu u Vv and bis justified for 
F (t) n F (u) on Z. The weak Meyer-Mccreight algorithm based upon some dis-
w w 
criminator for the L2-class F (u) n F (v) and bas defined above now com-w w 
putes a name t satisfying F (t) = F (u) n F (v). 
w w w 
For Corollary 12 let (t.). be the sequence of total names and let 
l. l. 
00 X = U F (t.). As before in the proof of Theorem 6 we consider items whose 
i=O w 1 
indices are pairs consisting of a program index and an index of a name 1.n 
the sequence. The run-time of an index is the run-time of its program. Let 
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u(x) = lJlSX {t.(x)}. As wizard for X we take the predicate b(i,x) = 
1:;;;x 1 
= (c.T.> • (x) :;;; u(x)). Clearly this wizard is justified for X on :N. The rest 
1T Ii 
of the proof is left to the reader. D 
Since honesty classes form a special type of weak classes these corol-
laries hold for honesty classes as well; cf [3]. 
5. A MEYER-McCREIGHT ALGORITHM FOR ANTI-COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
Since the anti-complexity classes are defined by reversing the order:;;; 
on the integers, it would suffice to perform the same order reversal within 
the part of the MMC algorithm which reflects the structure of the classes 
considered, i.e. the procedure comp. This would yield however a "largest-
number" computation in searchval, a computation proceding downwards from 
infinity to zero. This clearly is unfeasable. In order to choose a place to 
start the downward computations we need some additional information; this 
information is called an a priori upperbound (abbreviated apupb). We say 
that the total function his an a priori upperbound for the aZass X provided 
there exists a finite set of programs{~. , .•. ,~. } c X such that 
00 1 1 1 k -
Vx[h(x) ~ min {c.T.>. (x)}]. 
R,:;;;k it 
Clearly each run-time of a total program in Xis an apupb for X. 
Below we present a description of the procedure antisearahvaZ and its 
calling routine antiaomp. Replacing comp by anticomp one obtains the anti-
Meyer-MaCrieght algorithm based upon the discriminator Band the a priori 
upperbound h. The computation of antisearchval is illustrated in diagram 4. 
proc antisearchval = (int y) int: 
(int val := h(y); item cand := head priority queue; 
do if cand = nil then if val = 0 then goto ready else val -:= £i 
elif colour of cand = white 
then while c.T.>. d f d(y) < val do val-:= od; 
-- --- in ex o can 
cand := succ cand 
elif ©index of cand(y) ~ val 
then cand := succ cand 
I 8 
else goto ready 
fi 
od; ready : val 
)# antisearchval #; 
proc anticomp (int arg) void: 
(int testval = antisearchval (arg); t[arg] := testval; 
h(y) 
for item over priorityqueue 
do if colour of item= black and 
<I> • (arg) < testval index of 1.tem 
then displace (item) 
fi 
ad)# anticomp #; 
f 
+ •------·, 
I 
I 
<J>.(y) t 1. t-------------l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f--------------1 t f 
I 
f--------------------• 
t 
PQ: ~ 
Diagram 4. The computation of antisearchval. 
I• 
Again we consider the three possible behaviours of an item A with in-
dex i. The reasoning is exactly as for the classical MMC-algorithm with the 
order reversed at the right place. In Case l (A stable) 0ne has~- i X and 1. 
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~. t A(t). In Case 2 (A white stable) one has~- EX and due to the exhaus-
i i 
tion of instable higher priorities it is certain that antisearchval will 
proceed beyond item A almost everywhere, and 0. ~ t consequently; hence 
i 
~. E A(t). 
]. 
The interesting case is Case 3 (A black stable). As before~. E A(t). 
i 
Moreover 0. is bounded from below almost everywhere by the pointwise mini-
i 
mum of hand a finite collection of run-times 0. of programs corresponding 
J 
to white stable items. Assuming that his an a priori upperbound for the 
class X it follows that 0. is bounded from below by the pointwise minimum 
i 
of some larger but still finite class of run-times of programs contained in 
X. As such~- E A(u) for each u such that X ~ A(u). 
i 
We therefore obtain: 
THEOREM 13. Leth be an apupb for the class X which is discriminated by B. 
Then the anti-MMC algorithm based on hand B computes a name t for the 
class A(t) satisfying 
A(t) = n {A(u) IX c A(u)}. 
More specifically we have~. E A(t) provided~. is bounded asymptotically 
J J from below by the pointwise minimum of the run-times of a finite collection 
of members of X. 
As a corollary one obtains results on intersections and increasing 
unions of anti-complexity classes. A more interesting corollary is LEVIN's 
greatest lowerbound result which we discuss in the next section. 
6. GREATEST LOWERBOUNDS OF COMPLEXITY SEQUENCES 
Let f be a total function. The sequence (p.). is called a complexity 
i i 
sequence for f provided the sequence (p.). is co-final with the collection 
i i 
of run-times off in the ordening ~. More explicitly: 
Vi3j [~. = f and 0. « p.J and Vi[~.= f :o, 3j [p. « 0.]J. J --Ji i Ji 
For more details and applications see [8] & [II]. 
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tEVIN's result reads [6]: 
THEOREM 14. [LEVIN]: If (p.). is a decreasing complexity sequence for f then 
-----. 1 1 
there exists a greatest lower bound t; i.e. if ~j » t then 3k[~j » pk] and 
moreover Vk[pk ~ t]. Or equivalently Yi[lf). = f .. ~- ~ t] and 
1 1 
Yj[©. ~ t => 3k[lf)k = f and~-~ ~k]]. 
J . J 
PROOF. Let X be the class of programs lf). such that either~- ~ p. for some 
1 1 J 
j E N, or equivalently ~i ~ ~k for some index k such tha~ lf)k = f. Since 
(p.). is a decreasing complexity sequence we obtain X = U A(p.). Hence X 
i i i=O i 
is a L2-class of programs. The function Po is an a priori upperbound for X 
since there exists an index j for f such that ~j « pO• Consider the name t 
computed by the anti-MMC algorithm based upon some discriminator for X and 
pO. Then X .=. A(t) which indicates that tis a lower bound for the run-times 
of programs in X; in particular t «~-for each index j for f. Conversely 
J 
if lP· E A(t) then~- is bounded from below by the pointwise minimum of a 
J J 
finite collection of run-times of members of X. Since (p.). is decreasing 
1 1 
this shows that ~j ~ pk for some index k. Hence A(t) .=. X. 
We conclude that X = A(t) (thus proving in fact the union theorem for 
anti-complexity classes). At the same time the above relation ~j ~ pk im-
plies the "hard" part of Levin's theorem. This completes the proof. O 
The restriction that the complexity sequence (p.). is decreasing triv-
i 1 
ially can be satisfied for the Turing tape measure, or any other measure for 
which the parallel computation axiom holds. Moreover it is known that func-
tions with a sufficiently large speed-up have a decreasing complexity se-
quence, see e.g. [II]. 
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